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Struggle shows reality, beauty of moral life
Dr. Sister Patricia Schoelles, SSJ
Courier columnist
Earlier this week I served as part of
a team giving a conference for women
engaged in various forms of church
ministry. My role was to make a presentation on Catholic moral teaching
as a source of moral wisdom.
My goal for this presentation was
to establish die church's moral teaching as a significant aid in helping
Catholics understand the meaning of
their decisions and actions, dieir quandaries and experiences. I have long
been convinced drat one of the primary roles of church moral teaching
is to be a source of insight to us as we
move through the incredible complexity of life in the United States of
the 20th century.
My overall impression at the e n d
of my short presentation was that I
h a d been fairly successful — at least
no one had fallen totally asleep — and
that some people even seemed
pleased by what had happened in the
session. But afterward, one woman
from the audience approached m e
about a concern she had about her
own experience and struggle with one
element of Catholic moral*teaching.
What she shared with me included
a tragic story involving the death of
her sister, who had been a member of
a religious community. About a year
ago, a man broke into the convent and
brutally killed her.
This was a terrible story. But what
the woman wanted to talk about was
her personal struggle with one aspect
of our church's moral teaching: namely, the church's stance o n the death
penalty. T h e man who was charged
with killing h e r sister h a d been app r e h e n d e d by the state authorities,
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and now the prosecutors were asking
for the death penalty.
T h e woman told m e about h e r
struggle to relate the church's opposition to the death penalty with her
new and terrible experience of her
sister's death.
She explained diat she had always
accepted this teaching and the truth
supporting it. She understood that in
God's eyes and with God's grace there
is no one "beyond the possibility of
conversion," so it is not up to human
beings or their institutions to kill one
another as punishment for wrongdoing. She referred to Scripture passages
proclaiming that judgment is finally
and properly God's, and not ours. She
talked about her firm belief that "the
state" ought not to kill in order to deter others from killing. She spoke about
her profound belief in die church's attempt to be consistently in favor of life.
But she also spoke about her anger
a n d pain in t h e face of h e r sister's
murder. She spoke about the way this
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her long "career": a newborn baby weighing only
two pounds.
Since then, as
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abandoned
children in
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Bangladesh,
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death had affected her mother, brothers and sisters. She talked about her
sister's congregation a n d how. its
members now confronted grief and
fear and concerns about their safety
and their commitments to ministry.
She talked about the wonderful character and life of service that had been
her sister's. She talked about her confusion and doubt and her new difficulties in trusting others.
In the face of all this, she is struggling to deal with her own situation
and t h e church's teaching o n t h e
death penalty. She knows very clearly
what that teaching is, so her problem
is n o t o n e of knowing o r understanding it. She is not denying that
die church has a right and even a duty
to teach on important matters affecting human life. She is not cavalierly,
lightly or easily rejecting a teaching
the church holds.
But she is acknowledging that for
now, at least, she cannot simply accept thi^ teaching the way she had before the murder of her sister.
This is a dramatic story, and it has
many unique aspects. But it illustrates
well something of the way in which
we all relate to church moral teachings at one time or another. I think it
demonstrates one of the best ways in
which church members interact with
church teachings, and one of the best
ways in which church teachings are
meant to affect our lives.
Church teaching is above all a service to church members. The moral
teachings of our church are there to
help us. The woman who spoke with
me understood that. She knows that
these teachings present a resource, a
"source of moral wisdom" for those
who are striving to live on a path of
union with God. This is not the only
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way the moral teachings of our church
function, but it is certainly the most
important way, in my opinion.
The woman who spoke with me
also realizes that she cannot deny her
own experience even in the face of
this important church teaching. She
understands, too, that she cannot simply dismiss the church's teaching because her experience at the present
time seems to contradict it.
She has made the decision to continue struggling with this teaching and
with her own experience. Her stance
on this issue strikes me as right on target in showing how a mature, responsible, faithful Catholic deals with
our church's teachings in the light of
her or his own experience.
Generally, most of the individual
teachings of the church are very easy
for us to simply understand and accept. Occasionally we find a need to
"struggle" with a particular teaching.
At times I hear very harsh rhetoric
coming from some extremes within
our church. Sometimes people actually seem to drink that if a person cannot
immediately and wholeheartedly accept a particular moral teaching of the
church, that person ought to LEAVE
the church or at least consider himself
or herself a "bad" Catholic! Sometimes
other people suggest that the church
ought NOT to adopt particular moral
positions on individual moral issues!
Both of these extremes deny something of the beauty and a great deal
of the reality of living as a Catholic
Christian in 20th-century America.
In my opinion, the struggle of the
woman whose sister was killed, and
her respect for both her own experience and the church's teaching, is
much more representative of this
beauty and this reality.
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